


Optimization Problems
-P

Fixed PointTheory
+:H=H(t =proxy,T =I-x0f)of :H +] - 0, +x) ↳ Find i =T().

L minimize of over 2

I S* Set-valued Analysis
·A: H +2(A =0f)
↳Find Eed sit.I 58=A(), (I, y-z) <0(fyed)
-

!



afunctioneilbert
a ne

Def Afunction b:H -[-0, +6] is convexif

f(x,xix +xy) <(r-xifex) + xfcy)
for all 7-30,7) and xyz H.

Examples:affine functions.

quadratic functions with A0.

nonsmodh is 1/xN

2 itI

closed -convex,

I convex.2
xda(n),dCH is monemly

We are
interested intheclass 4o(H):=\f:H+ 7 - 0, +3] which is

convex, esc, and

proper 3.
EEH:I (v) EIR.

Note If f:H+ [0, +b] is MC. and satisfies ExCEH: f(x) = - 1,
thenI is notproper.

Def. The (Fenchel) subdifferential of 8: H-5-0, +3] isthe setrated

map of:H+ 2'given by

of (==(wEH(f(y), fxx +(r,y-x)(ty=x))
for iceH.

⑮



Theorem If feNoCH), then theset(x =H) of(x) = PY is dense

in domf: =(xtH/ f(x) GRRY.
Moreover, of(x) + 0 whenever Eint contif),

where cout(f): =x =H) f is continuous at7.
Drop. If feTolH), then contif) =int(domf).

Theorem
-

(N+SOCIf feTH), the

minimizes of over H E) Of of(x).

(N+502] If fePs(N) and daH is momempty, closed +

conex,
the

minimizes f over a F)7Wedf(x):(V, y-x) >,0 (yeC).

GainMonotonicity

f GY,(H) ->Ifis maximally monotone, i.e.

Fryzdom (of), F(utOf(r):(n-w,x-y)x0.veof(y)

and groft is nota subectof gr(A)
for any A:H+2H thatis monotone.

(gr(A) =(x,u) = Hx+)a =Axx)].)

Def Let d&H be a closed -convex monempty out, thenthemetric projection

ontod is PC:H+ 2 defined for any xtH by

Pd(x) =angminAr-yII. =angmin 11-y
yec y =E



top Let dC4 be
a nomempty elosed convex set and real.

Then z =Py() <=) [xc-z, y-z) x0 (yed].

the
·y

<e.g. A =xf)

If A is single-valued, then

x
=43)I -A)x()((I-A)x - x,y - x) =0 (yzd)
-

an operator i
↳=)(x - A(x)-x,y -x) =0 (yzd)

() SA(x),y - x) 2,0 <Xyed).

f is aconvex
() is solves VI(A,2).

If A =off them
x =Pa(1 - pf)(x)E)(xf(x),y -x) -0(yed)

E) i minimizes f over 2.
-
-

Ihm. IfA:H+2" is maximally monotone, them for any 530, the

mapping 5y:H+ H given by

5x(x): =(I+xA)(x)
is well-defined and firmly nonexpansive. Moreover, weget

5x() =x E) OtAsk). (Try torelate

x =P2(J
,(n) withoptimization!

If A=0f (fe5(n)), then

55(x) =argmin [f(y) +,1y-x112] =

pox,(x).
yeM



it
Rability

-

Ingredients.
R -

sample space.
Evalog. I cur-space of events:w-algebrae I (1,2)

a measurable

space.

· P: 2 - Io,1] - probability measure.

requirement :P(x)
=1.I P(8,Ai) = PCA),1iez.

Ex. Dice rolling.
e=(1,2,3,4,5,64
I =22 =

sitesi
PCA) =#

Def We say
thata

property A occurs almosteverly if

p(9xxe) property A holds at7 =1,

The supportof a measure P is defined to be thesmallest closed set

6 -such thatP(S)=1

When thou is a sequence (in, 52, ...El such that

&P(ai) =1, then P is said to be discrete.
i =1



In several cute. We can find a function f: --> to,0) such that

P(A) =1Edw (for any AtI).
↳ dP

Such a function is called the probe density function.

Random variable/vectors.
-

x"(B7 =2 for all BEB.
X:r -> " is called a random variable ifX"((-0,a3) t2 forall atB.

*
eaw-algebra on IP(Bond).

Px:BR t R

Px(4) =P(x
-

(2)).
abstract

samples number

A can be calculatedprobability
can be measured butno measure!

distribution ofX.
withP.

Theexpectation of X is EX =1 X(WidP(w) =1 Xcwsf(widwo.
IfXis discrete, then EX=2,P(0:) X (wil

Optimization

min ist
at

thetreatinene
x

St. Constraints. ↓
↓ futurecostif the

Scenario I occurs.

&x,E) may be interpreted as theoptimal cast

occurs from the decision :

y 7 5=(9,T,w,h).min g(y)
St. Tax+Wly) =h.



Ex. You have $20,000 toto investin

Gres:Buy a stock X at$20 share.

Ace2:Buy
an option now at$10 for therightof

buying thestock X at$15 after 1
year.

Scenarios:theprice of thestock X after 1 year is sp.

Firststage;how menettoputinto choice 1. Iun

--Choice 2. Ez

second stage;how many options to exercise. E Ye
- abandon FYz,

Ge1.(P -20)
Choice 2 - 10y2+ (-10 + (p - 15)) y =-

=- 10(y +yz) +(p - 15)y-

max Ep& (x,p)
x -

optimal value for

max - 10(y+yz) +(p- 15)y,
yayz

-
=x


